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SUMHARY 
Design charts .a.~e presented. for 248-'1' (bare shoot) and 753-T 
(Alclad sheet ) alL'DJlinum-alloy flat . compression p8..1lel13 with 
longitudinal extruded Y-section stiffeners. In add.ition, comparisons 
arC mad,e amon.g panels designed from these charts and 24S-T a.lumil1.Ulll-
alloy panols having formed Z-scctlon stiffeners designed from 
availaole design charts. The comperisons indicate that, if the ratio 
of intensity of load.ing to sheet thiclmoss is relatively high, the 
che~ts presented may be t~ed to design a Y-etiffened panel in either 
240..JI' or 758-T material vrhic.h J.8 lighter in wei.ght than a 248-'l' 
Z -stiffened panel d.esj.gned from the o.vai.lable charts to meet the 
same condi ttons . The amount of weight saving depends u}?On tho 
specific des:i.gn conditions ond is gree.test for the 75S-T Y-stiffened 
panels. 'l'he comparisons also indicat,E: that the 248 -T Y -stiffener 
will have a height SOffierThat e;reater tr.an the .compE'..rable 248-T 
Z-stiffener or 75G~ Y-stiffenerj the height of the 248~ Z-stiffener 
generally is the smallest. In addit:-:'on, t..he comparisons indicate 
that the average sl)acing of rivet lines is generally somewhat less 
for the 248 -T Y -stiffened panels than for the 21£ -T Z -stiffened 
panel3 or for the 753 ~ Y -sti,ffened panel.s; the average spa cing 
generally is greatest for the 248 -T Z -stiffened panels. If the 
ratto of intensi ty of loading to sheet thickness is relatively low, 
however, t he comparative designs indicate that a 248-T Z-gtiffened 
panel designed from the available charts will be slightJ.y lighter in 
weight than 0. Y"stiffened :panel of e1 ther 248 -T or 75S -T rna terial. 
If the present design c!larts are extended to lower values of the 
rat io of s t iffener thickness to sheet thickness to cover the region 
of heavy sheet thickness more thoroU(7)1ly ("There the ratio of intonsi ty 
of loading to sheet thickness is relatively low), a Y -stiffened -:p8..'1el 
deSign in U1is region will probably compare more favorably with a 
Z · stiffened -pam;;l design than the c.barts presented indicate. If no 
sheet thickness is specified so that the design may r-ave optimum 
proportions, it is concluded that both tile 21£ ""l' and 758 -T Y · stiffened 
panels vTill be lighter than the 248 -T Z -stiffened panels throughout 
the range of design conditions illvestigated. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The problem of the desiGn of ,·;:Lng compression panels of minimum 
weiiJht is one that has confronted aircraft structural engineers since 
the a dvent of stressed-skin construction. Although the final solution 
of this problem has not yet been achieved, progress has been made 
tm-rard its solution as the cumulative result of nl)lllerous theoretical 
and experim.ental studies to det ermine "optimum proportions /I and 
"effi cient II stiffener shapes. 
Recently tvto such studies (referenc~s 1 and 2) have established 
a ty-pe of plct 1\Thich appears particularly useful in connection with 
the desien of '!,.ring compression panels of minimum v16isht. Reference 1 
pr esented a theoretical compari s on of the efficiencies of var ious 
stiffener sha pes by plotting the averaee stress a t failure - an inverse 
measure of the i.,re J.ght - aGainst a parameter containing the Il'.ain 
o.es j.gn conditions, tile load per chordwi s e ; nch of panel , and. the 
effecti ve len~~th of. panel. Ref erence 2 used the srune type of plot 
to provide (lesiGU charts for Z "stiffened panels based on extensive 
test data from \'Thi ch the 01"ltimu1l1 proportions can be determined for 
a particular des ign . " 
s tudy of references 1 end 2 reveals that if pane l s vri th 
longi tudinal s tiffeners' a re to have high str ucture.l efficiency a 
stiffener shape i s required "i.hich has l)oth high-colunm strength 
and local-bucklinc strength. Because a stiffener j.n the shape of 
a Y appeared more nearl;,; to meet this requirement than the 
Z-section or ha t-s ecti on stiffeners of references 2 and 3) an 
investigatibn \V'as made in the I ,angley s tructures re search labor atory 
of the National "I!, dvisory Commi ttee for Aeronautics to determine the 
compres s i ve strength of' panels havine Y -s ection s tifi'eners. ,. Both 
24,s-T (ba r e s heet ) and 75S-T (lllclad: sheet ) a luni:i.num-alloy panels 
wer e te s ted in t his investie;ation .' 'I'he results of thes e tests a r e 
presentec\. herein in the form of cles i c n charts similar to the design 
charts for panels i,rith Z -secb.on s tiffeners of reference 2. 
In orcl er t o shm.,r the rela tive s tructural e fficienc i es of 
Y-section and Z-s ect ion stiffeners, comparisons are also presented 
of panels of both types designed to have the minimUm "might required 
t o meet a largo ranGe of' load in.:; conditions . 
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SYIvlBOLS 
The symbols used to represent the various dimensions of the 
panels are shown in figure 1. In addition, the following symbols 
are used: 
c 
average stre ~ s at failing load, kst 
s tress for local buckling of the sheet, ks i 
compressive yield stress, kai 
compress ive load per inch of panel 'VTidth, kips per inch 
coefficient of end fixity as used in Euler col unn formula 
cross -sectional area per inch of pane). width, or equivalent 
thickness of p~~el> inches 
shortening per uni t length at faiUng load 
radius of gyration, inches 
moment of inertia per inch of panel i-ridth , cubic inches 
TEST SPECIMENS A:."ID PROCEDuRE 
3 
'l'he test specimens 'Vrer e constructed with s i x stiffener s and 
five bays as shovm in fig1.'re 1. Three si zes of stiffeners were used 
that cor lnesponded t o values of bu/\r of 20 , 25, and 30 with the 
nominal value of tw held constant at O . 06l~ inch (see fig. 2) and 
various values of 'tt..rlts ,,,er e obtained by var yine the sheet 
thic}Q1ess . The stiffeners i-rere rj.veted to the sheets with A17S-T flat-
head rivets (ANL.42J\D) on all panels . 
Values of the with-grai n compressive yiel d stres s for the 
mat6rial used for the sheets (bare sheets ivere used for the 2).J.S -T panels 
and Alclad sheets for the 75S -T panels ) and for the extrus:lons are 
given in table 1. The values of compressive yield stress for the 
extrusions repres ent the average values for speQimens cut f rom the 
three webs and tl10 outstanding flange of the Y-section extrusions at 
the locations shown in figure 3 . Values of the compressive yield 
stress for the ~~terial used to construct the Z-s tiffened panels of 
reference 2 are als o given in table 1 for comparison. 
r 
I 
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The test procedure ,vas essentially the same as that used in 
other panel tests in the Langley structures research laboratory . 
(See references 2 and 3.) The :panels were tested flat -ended without 
side support (because their transverse stiffness was small) in a 
hydraulic testing machine having an accuracy of one-half of 
1 percent of the load (See fig. 4.) The stress for local buckling 
of the sheet was determined by the "strain -reversal method . II A 
discussion of this and other methods of experimentally determining 
the stress for local buckling is given in reference 4. For panels 
having a greater width of sheet under the yls than between the yls, 
strain gages vTere mounted inside the stiffeners, as indicated in 
figure 5· The ends of the panels w"ere ground flat and parallel, 
and the method of alinement in the testing machine was such as to 
insure uniform bearing on the ends of the specimens. An end fixity 
coefficient of 3·75 has been indicated for such panel tests in this 
machine, and this value was therefore used in reducing the test data. 
Proportions of the specimens and test data - including values 
of the ratios of rivet diameter to sheet thickness d/ts and pitch 
to sheet thickness pits, average stress at failing load af , and 
unit shortening at failing load €f are given in tables 2 to 4. 
The unit shortening was measured as the average of the strains 
indicated by four, 6~-inch gage length; reSistance -type wire strain 
gages motmted on the quarter poL~ts of the secona. and fifth stiffeners, 
as may be seen in figure 4. 
FigUre 6 shov!S a 24s -T aluminum-alloy y-stiffened panel and its 
758 -T counterpart after failure. There tended to be a greater 
shattering of the 758-T panels than of the 24s-T panels. 
DESIGN CHARTS 
Design charts for pe...nels vli th extruded Y -section stiffeners 
are presented in figures 7 to 11 for 24s-T and in figures 12 to 16 
for 75S -T alumimun alloy. These charts \V"ere prepared from the 
test da~ of tables 2 to 4 in a manner similar to that described 
in the appendix of reference 2 for Z-stiffened panels . The use 
of design charts of this type is described fully in reference 2, 
and a procedure similar to that given in reference 2 for designing 
a panel for maximQ~ structural efficiency (minimum weight) by use 
of the charts is included in appendix A of the present paper. This 
design procedure makes it possible to achieve the balance for given 
values of Pj,} Live } and ts betveen the proportions" which 
--~ ----------~ 
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will produce the highest average stress at failure and the proportions 
"Thich will make the area such that the failing stress is just 
reached at the design load. 
A compar:!.son of the curves of the desi@l charts and the test 
data from which the curves were derived indicates .. that the stresses 
given by the curves of the desiGn charts for both the y-stiffened 
panels of the present paper and the Z-stlffened panels of reference 2 
are on the whole very slightly less than the stresses given by the 
test data. For both stiffener types, however, there are regions on the 
design charts in which the curves are interpolated or extrapolated 
far from the teet data , and in these regions the accuracy of the charts 
is probably less than that indicated by the comparisons of curves and 
data. The region of the Y -st1ffened.-paneJ. charts fo:i:" ~ wh,ich there 
is the least test data is that for tw = 0.40 at wide stiffener 
ts 
spacings. (See figs. 7 and 12.) ' Slightly greater caution should be 
exercised in the use of the charts in this region than elsewhere in 
the design charts. ' The region of the Z-stiffened-panel charts for 
"lhich thero is the least test data is that for tw = 1.00 at close 
ts 
stiffener spacings. In this region, additional unpublished test 
data have indicated that the curves may be as much es 5 or 6 percent 
too high. 
GENERALIZED COMPARISON OF Y-STIFFENED PANELS 
AND Z-STJ1i'FENED PANELS 
Wi thout restr; ctions on the sheet thicknee18.':' If t 'here are no 
restrictions on the sheet thickness that may, be used, Y-stiffened and 
Z-stiffene(l panels may be compared by envelope cU;rves fa ired over 
the curves of their design charts. Such a comparison of envelope 
curve.s is shown in figure 17. Because the average stresses at 
failing load for the envelope curves for the Y-stiffened panels of 
both 24s-T and 75S-T material are above those for the Z-stiffened. 
panels, the Y-stiff ened panels of optimum proportions are evidently 
lighter fn weight than the Z-stiffened panels of 'optimum proportions 
throughout the ranGe covered by the present deSign charts. 
Wi th restrictions on sheet thicknel!Q' - The .sheet thicblSs's needed 
to achieve the stresses of the envelope curves of figure 17 "are fixed 
for any given intenSity of loading by the proportions required by the 
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envelope curves . In the des~_gn of wing compressIon panels, however , 
the sheet thickne s s : is often ' fixed by other considera tions such as 
torsional stiffness ' of the wing. Accordingly, curves which show the 
effect of a variati on in sheet thickness should provide a more useful 
evaluation of the r elative structural efficiencies of Y-stiffened 
and Z-stiffened ' panels than do the envelopes of figure i7j therefore, 
fi gures 18 to 20 were prepared . In these f :l,Bures, the ave,rage stresses 
at failure af carried by Y~8tiffened and Z-stiffened-panel designs, 
selec t ed for minimum ",eight according to the procedure given in 
P 
appendix A, ,are ,plotted against the parameter J for a series of 
TI " ts , r,t 
values of ----. A discussion of this type ,of plot is given in 
" ' Llli ' 
appendix B.. .. 
- , . .' . . 
The chief 1:mportance of fi gure s 18 t o  20 is that the , fi gures 
indicate directly the aver'age stress at failure af carried by the 
minimum-,vei ght designs of Y-stiffened or Z-stiffened , panels which can 
be ,achi,eved. wi tl').in the large range of proportions covered by the 
desi'gn charts for giv,en values of Pi, Live, and, tS ' The effect 
of a change in anyone of the var iables crf, Pi' L/vc;, and ts on 
any of the others , t herefore, may be studied from these figures. For 
example, cons~~er the effect of a change intS on the value of crf ' 
The ~elative , flatness of the curves a t the higher values of Pi/ts 
indicates that the sheet thtckness can be varied, over a rather large 
range with very little change ln the value of 'i:1f .Thich can 'be ' 
achieved. 
A comparison of figures 18 t o 20 brings out the" following facts: 
(1) Minimum- 'Ileight designs of both ' 24s-T and 75S-T Y-stiffened 
panel s are li~lter in weight (carry higher stresses) than minimum-
wei ght designs of 24s-T Z-stiffened , panels in, th,e , regi on of high 
values o~ piits (thin sheet ) ; but the Z-stiffened 'desigris are of 
slightl y lighter weight in the region of low values of Pl/ts ( thick 
sheet) . No sharply defined boundary exists "between , these two regions '. 
Instead, ' there , is a range of value s of p'; It.s, whIch varies , 
with L7~c' for which the,' curves of fi~es l-8 to '~ocoin,cide . ', ' ' . 
(2) The actual amount by ' whi ch the Y - stfffened-panel design .1s 
lighter than t he Z-stiff encd panel (or vice versa) varies somewhat 
.1 .:" 
---__ ,~. _ --t------------ _____ J 
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because of the cusped nature of tho curves . 







for given values of ~­
L/lic 
p~~e13 and largest for the 
'\</'hich :produces the minimum-weight design 
p 
and ~, is smallest for the 75S-T Y-stiffened 
ts 
2hs -T Z -s t1ffened panels. 
COMP.:\.:RI SON OF MLl'UJ.ruM -vJEIGIIT DESIGNS OF Y -STlFFbl'lED 
P IELS MID 7, -STIFFENED PANELS 
AJ. though fieures 18 to 20 8hmr in a general I'ra.y the re la ti ve 
otr'.lctural efficiencies of Y- ::lnd Z-stiffeneC!. panels ; probably the 
best wl:J..y to CVal1H'l-Ce tv!O types of panel cons tructlon is '1:.0 compare 
~8nels of each tTP'e desi~1ed to meet the san~ conditions. A 
comparison of this nature permits consideration of each of the many 
factors '"hieh influence the choice of the most desirable construction 
for a given Dib1a"tioll ;i such as the n'Ulllber of rivet linea, the space 
reQ.uired for tho stHfen0rs, e':1d. the distance 'fr om the outside suxface 
of the sheet to tho axis of the center of gravtty of the panel. 
A series of eomperative designs of Y- ~~d Z -s tiffened panels, theref ore, 
wao In..9.d.e in a J1]£1nner similar to that used in makine the designs from 
'\Thich figureD 18 to 20 'were prere.red. Four values of Pi' namely) 2.0, 
3 ·0, 5·0, and. 8.0 klps per inch and also fo1.1~~ valnes of L, namelY~ 10, 
20) 30, and !~O 1nches were used for the comparative 6.esigns. 'l'he end 
fixi ty coeffj.c:tent c vT8.S ' aSSllDied equal to J. in all cases. 
In making the cOTl parati ve desig..'1s J obtainment of extruded 
Y-stiffeners in the thiclmesses req.ui'red by the deslsns Waf! assumed 
possible. A m:i..niillUIl1 thiclmess in '''hich these shapes ca.'11 be 
successfull v extrucled exists J hOl"ever) and this minimum thickness is 
probably above the thlclmess required for many of the designs for 
1-1hich Pi is eC),uaJ to or les s than 3 .0 kips :per inch . The reasons 
foX' re taining these designs fl.re (1) they !J1.ay be scaled up for 
hiGher il'l.tel1si tie of loading for ...... hich the minimum thich-ness that can 
be extruded :Ls' no ~.onBel' a lirni tation, and (2) to emphasi ze the fact 
the. t :J..f t.he int.ensj. ty of loading j.s low) t he Y -stiffener will not 
be satisf&ctory simply bocauce it cannot be obtained . 
Num0rical 
for all values 
tables 5 to 8 . 
values of the pro:perties of the comparative deoigns 
of tr."dts covered 'by the design charts are civen in 
The val'J.es for the particular ratj.o of "twIts for 
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which minj.mum weight is achieved are encl osed in parentheses . In 
order to 8hmV' graphically the general vari ati on of t he pr opor tions 
of t hes e o.es igns as the panel lengt h and the sheet thickness are 
varied, figures a and 22 have been preparec1. • These figur es pr e s en t 
craBs-sectional views , drawn to sca l e , of some of the minimum-weight 
c}.es igns of Y- stiffene rJ. ano. Z-st iffened panels for Pi = 5 .0 kips per 
inch ( t able 7) . 
'Fhe comparative designs were made according to the procedur e 
given in appendix A except that all vhlues of twits given by the 
design char ts were investigated f or each design. Becau se the design 
charts cover only a limit ed r ange of proportions , t he compari sons 
bet ween the <lesigns are in some cao es affected by t he l imited r a..."1ge 
of propol~tions co v"8red by t he charts . With this qualification, 
comparisons of the miniriJum-iV'eight cieoigns of tables 5 to 8 and 
figure s 21 an d. 22 ~,hm-i tha t : 
(1 ) i ... t relativel y high values of Pl/ts, which are a ssociated. 
wi t h thin sheet s , the average stres ses at f a ilure Of for both the 
24s-T and the 75S -'r Y- st:;'ffened panels are greater t han t hose for the 
24s -T Z-stiff enecl panel s , an d t hes e stre8se c indicate that les s iV'eight 
is required for the Y· stiffeneo. then fo r t he Z-stlffenea panel s , the 
least wei €,,ht be ing reqv.ired ·for the 75S -T Y-stiffened panel s . On the 
other hand, at rela tiClvely 10.' values of Pi/ ts , .Thich are associated 
with thick sheet s , the average s tresses at failure (Jr · f or both the 
24s -T end 75S -T' Y-stiffenecl panel s are slightly less than t ho s e for 
t he 24s -T Z-stiffened. panels , ~d thes e s tres s es indicate that the 
Z-stiffened panel is slightly l ighter in weight . The magni t ude of 
the difference i n v7eight be t ween t he t wo t ypes of panel varie s with 
Pi 
the values of pi/ts and L/Vc. 
(2 ) The height of the s t iffeners IT is generall y somewhat 
greater and., hence 1 consume s more s pice ins ide the .,j.ng for the 
24s-r Y-stiffened panel s than for the 24s - '1' Z- stiffened panel s or f or 
the 75S-T Y- stiffened panels ; the heigh t of the 24s -T Z-stiffen ed 
p&~el generally i s the smallest . 
(3) The aver age spacing of r~vet l i nes S is generall y somewhat 
less and, hence, require s more rivets f or t he 24s -T Y-sti ff ened panels 
than fo r t he 214-S -T Z- s tHfened panels or for t he 753 -T Y· stiffened. 
panels ; the average spacing generall y i s greatest f or the 248 -T 
Z - s tiffened panel s . 
- ----_._----------' 
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(4 ) Only if the values of both piits and ~_. are relatively 
IJi Vc 
high does the value of the stress for local buckling of the sheet 
ocr tend to be higher for the 24s-T or 75S-T Y-stiffened panels 
thall for ·~he 24s-T Z-stiffened :panels . 
(5 ) The distance from the out s ide surface of the sheet to t he 
axle of the center of gravity of the panel h, 1-1hich tends to reduce 
the effectiveness of the panel to res ist bending of the vlinS, is 
generally greater for the 24s-T Y-s tiffened :panels than for the 
24S-T Z-stiff'ened panels or for the 75S-T Y-stif'fened panels; the 
distance h generally ter:ds to be smallest for the 248 -T Z -stiffened 
l")fulels at lov values of piits (thick sheet) and smallest for the 
758 -T Y -stiffened panels at high values of piits (thin sheet). 
(The magnitude of the reductio"1 in effectiveness of the panel to 
resist bending of t he willg depends on the thickness of the wing. 
The thinner the wing, the greater the reduct ion.) 
(6) The value of · the r acliuo of gyration p is generally 
greater (and also the value of p2Ai = Ii is generally greater) 
for the 24s -T Y-s tiffened panel t han for the 2~·S -T Z-stiffened 
panel or for the 75S -T Y-stiffened. ~nel; ~enerallY J p tonds 
to be smallest for the 2J+S -T Z-stiffened panels at low values 
of piits (thick sheet ) and smallest for the 75S -T y-sti ffened 
panels at high va.lues of piits (thin sheet). (The greater the value 
of p2Ai, the greater the effectiveness of the panel to resist 
local air loads. ) 
EFFECT OF SMAIJ., DIFFERENCES IN TEST SPECIMENS ON 'mE COMPARISONS 
OF 24s -T Y -STI FFENED AND Z -STIFFENED PAl\lELS 
Only small differences occ1..1J:'red be Gvleen the test specimens for 
the 24s-T Y-stiffened and Z-stiffened panels . Differences occurred 
in J:'I.aterial pr operties ) diameter and pitch of rivets) and range of 
:pr oportions of the element.s of the panels actually tes t ed and hence 
the proportions covered 1)y the re8ul ting design charts . 
The effect of these differences ~n the compar isons of 24s-T · 
Y-stiffened and Z -stiffened panels e,re discussed in the follovting 
sections. 
Effect of material nr operties. - If t he material :properties of 
the Y-stiffened panels and the Z-st1ffened panels had been identical, 
viOuld the comparisons have been mor e or less favorable to the 
Y-stiffened panels? Table 1 indicates that the average compressive 
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yield stress of the material used for the Z-stiffened panels and 
that of the material used for the sheets of the 24s-T Y-stiffened 
panels i,:ere identicl".l but that the average compressive yield stress 
of the extruded Y~stiffeners as measured Has between 3 and 4 percent 
less than that of the Z -ntiffeners · before forming. Because forming 
tends to raise the compressive yield stress (see reference 5), the 
average properties of the formed Z-stiffeners llere probably more 
than 3 percent above those for the extruded Y-stiffeners. Accordingly, 
it rnay be inferred that if the Y-stiffeners and the Z-stlffeners 
hai had identical properties - as might have been obtained if 
extruded Z-stiffener s he.d been used> for example - the 2!!S-T 
Y -stiffened panels tested vTOuld have increased in strength relative 
to the Z-stiffened ~anels, and the comparisons would have been more 
favorable to the Y-stiffened panels ~ 
Effect of r i veting. - If the riveting of the Y-stiffened panels 
and the Z-st:U:'fened panels had. been identical, would the comparisons 
have been more or less favorable to the Y -stiffened panels? A 
comparison 0:1:' rivet proportions listed in tables 2 t o 4 with those 
of reference 2 indi ca tes that the Y -s tiffened panels vrere more strongly 
riveted than the Z-stiffened panels~ Reference 6 shows that the 
strength of short panels having close stiffener spacing increased 
Hi th an increase in the diameter 0:1:' the ri ve.ts and also increased with 
a decrease in the pitch of the rivets. Subse~uent tects have indicated 
that as the . length of the panel is increased the si ze and. ·pi tch of 
rivets have prOblTes8ively leGS effect on the strength of the panel 
untH the panel strength Ifl.ay actually decrease ivi th an increase in 
the strencth of riveting. If the Y-s tiffened ·panels and Z-stiffened 
panels had had identical riveting, therefore , the comparative designs 
iwuld probably lave come out less favorable to t he Y-stiffened panel 
in the case of the short panels (hifJl values of Pi \ and possibly 
LIVc! 
very slig.."l1tly more favorable to 
the long panele (lOW values of 
the y-stiffened panel in the case of 
L~~i} 
Effect of pane'-F0portions . - If proportions of Y-stiffened 
panels or Z-stiffened panels different from t hose tested and) hence, 
those covered by the resulting design charts had been conSidered, .. 
would the comparisons have been more or less favorable to the 
Y-stiffened panels? It cc:m be seen by inspection of tabJ.es 5 to 8 
that: 
(1) The lightest vTeieht 24s -rr Y-stiffened -panel des ign for a 
given set of design conditions often requires a stiffener which 
is 2 sheet gages thinner than that for the comparable Z-s tiffened-
l 
A""""'---~---.---.---
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.panel design. (This agrees with the fact that the value of twIts 
for minimum weight is smaller for the Y-stjffened panel than f or the 
Z -stiffened panel. See figs . 18 to 20.) Also, the present charts 
do not cover a large enough range of proportions to permit a 
Y-stiffener more than 1 gage thinner t~n a Z-stiffener in the 
region of heavy sheet thickness. If the design charts were extended 
to cover lower values of the ratio twIts so that a Y-stiffened-panel 
design could ahTays be made .Thich had a stiffener 2 gages thirmer than 
the stiffener for the bast Z-stiffened-panel design, then tho 
Y-stiffened-panel design would probably be less inferior to the 
Z-stiffened-panel design in the region of heavy sheet thickness. 
Similarly, if tho charts were extended in the other direction so 
that in all cases a Z-stiffened-:9anel design with a Z-stiffener 
2 sheet gages thicker than the comparable Y-stiffened-panel design 
could be made, possibly the Y-stiffened panel would be less superior 
to the Z-stiffened pane l in the region of very light sheet thickness . 
(2) The lightest weight Y-stiffened-panel designs - in far more 
cases than for the Z-stiffened-panel designs - are obtained at the 
maximum or minimum values of bw/tw given by the design charts. 
Extending the range of proportions covered to higher and lower values 
of bw/tw w·ould be likely) therefore, to result in lighter weight 
designs of Y-stiffened panels in more cases than in lighter deSigns 
of Z-stiffened panels. 
Because a very extensive test program was run to establish 
optimum propol~ions for the Z~tiffener ~~ ~ 0.3 to 0.5), and no 
such program has been run to establish optimum proportions for the 
Y-stiffener, the proportions of the Y-stiffener possibly could be 
improved and, hence, the comparative designs made more favorable to 
the Y-stiffened panel for all sheet thicknesses. Among the changes 
in proportions of the Y-stiffened panels which might result in over-
all improvements in their structural efficieIlcies are: (1) a change 
in the angle included between the legs of the Y-stiffeners in order 
to effect a better balance between the ,vidth of sheet under the 
Y-stiffeners and between adjacent Y-stiffeners, (2) a change in 
relative proportions of the outstanding IT" part of the Y-stiffeners,and 
(3) a reduction in the width of attachment flanges of the Y-stiffeners, 
tw particularly for -- = 1.00. 
ts 
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. . ,' ~ 
GENERAL TRENDS INDICA TED BY MINnruM -WEIGHT DESIGNS 
In addition to the comparisons of Y-s tiffened and Z-stHfened 
pansls afforded by the desiB,nS of t ables 5 t o 8 and. figures 21 and 22, 
there are several general trends indicated bJ, the designs and by 
figures 18 to 20 which apply to both t ypes of construction. These 
general tronds a1'e in some ce ses affected by the limited range of .', 
proportions covered by the present desiS!1 charts. These trends. as · 
,"lell as the comparisons bet"Teen the two ~;)'];Jes of cons truction, are 
also strictly for minimum~leight designs. With the foregoing 
qualifications , the c9mparative designs show tha t: 
For given values of Pi and L/ '{C 
(1) The weigtlt. ot : paneJ. ·generally increases (iff decreases ) 
w'i th an increase -in~ ~heet ·thi&kness, but the "lightest panel is often 
obtained not at the' thinnest sheet gage at which a design can 'be 
achieved but witn.thesheet 1 or 2 gages thicker than the minimum. 
I ', I ., r',·· \ 
(2) . ~.e stress fo~ ~ocal buckling of the sheet ocr and alSI? 
the ratio acr/~f generally decreases with an increase in sheet ' 
thickness, but the . ~ximvm value of the ~tress for local buckling of 
the sheet is often obtained not at the thinnest sheet gage at which 
a design can 'be a chieved 'but. ,wi ~ the sheet 1 or 2 gages i;.hicker . than 
the minimum. . .. 
(3) The a~e~aJci . ~pli~itig of ' rivet line.s S increases (requlruig 
fewer rivets) 'wi~ ... ~. )incre~~ ·in"::~he_e.t. thickness . 
. . r . . ; ... ", 
(4) The di's'tance;"'f~ 'the outside. surface of the sheet to -the . 
axis of the center of gravity of the panel h, which tends to decl'ease 
th,e effectiveness of the panel to resist 'bending of the wing, 
generally decreases with an increase in sheet thickness. 
And for .given values ~of Pi and ts 
(1) The 'Height 'of panel increases (crf decreases) with an ip<?rease 
in the value of L / vc: 
(2) The s tress for local buckling of the sheet ocr ' but not 
necessarily the ratio ocr/iff' generally decreases with an increase 
in the value of L/ Vc, except at the heavy sheet thiclalesses. 
(3) The height of the s t iffeners H increases ,,,ith an increase 
in the value of L/~. 
- - ----- -
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(4) The average spacing of rivet lines S generally increa~es 
(again reqniring fe"rer r:t vets) v:i th an increase in the value of 
L/lfC, except at the heaV"J sheet thiclmesses. 
(') ) The dis tance from the outside surfs,ce of the sheet to the 
13 
axis of '~he center of gravity of the panel h, which tends to decrease 
the eff ectiveness of the panel to resist bending of the wing, generally 
:i.ncreo.p.e s with an. increase j.n the value of LI {c. 
(6) The radius of gyration , p increases (not necessarily 
increasing the effectiveness of the penel to resist local air loads ) 
wi th an increase j.n the value of LI {c. 
CONCLUDING REMARKB 
In t hio pa per, che.rts have been presented from which 248'-T (bare 
sheet ) and 75S-T (Alclad sheet) aluminum-alloy flat compreSSion panels 
havj,ng longi tudina l extrnden. Y -section s tiffeners may be des igned to 
have the rr~inimum "eight required to carry a given intens ity of loading 
a t a given effective length of pa..'1.el wit.h a g iven sheet thiclme ss. 
' Compari sons have been made of penels deBigned from these charts and 
similar des i gns of Z-s tUfened. panels, in order to bring out the 
diff erences tn ch~racte11t stic8 of 2).j.S -T and 75S-T and of Y- and 
Z -s tiffenei -panel des l gm: . In the case of actual "ring compreSSion 
panels, hc-" evex- ) there are often uddi tional factors to be considered 
vrhich have been neglected for the comparisons, such as the effects 
of local air l oadn, the distance from the neutral axis of t.he wing 
to the cer:tocc of [,r a7ity ef the crOelS section of the panel, the 
sheet c1)x·.,ratur-e; , t.1-:1'3 ed,ge fJUppol''!:., and the shear combined with the 
compressicn) 0]" t;~c elfects on the , design procedure of spec~fying 
stiffener ~10ight (j;: c;paci ne in addition to sheet thicknes s . The labor 
i nvolved ill the irli"·,T:):.ucti on of 80 many addJ.tional variables into 
t he compar iGOn8 , hovTsver, i s obvious ly prohibitive . In fact some of 
the vc:.riables cannot be int roduced beca use the necessary research has 
not been dO! e. Because' i n any pa rticular design soroe s uch additional 
factor !!lD.y be i mportant) the choice of ,a t ype of construction in most 
cases i 3 best made by evaluatlng t h e ,char acteri s ticG of panels of 
s everal t ypes des j.gned to meet a l l t he requirements of the actual 
applica U on. The d.e~' ign char'ts of the present paper (figs. 7 to 17) 
together v1i th the t abl'3s of s ec t ion -properties (tables 9 to 13 ) may 
be used a s an a id in such an evalu~tion of the characteristics of 
a 24s -T or 75S-T Y-st iffened panel . ' 
Langley Memcrial Aeronautica]. Laboratory 
Nation al Advisory Committ ee for Aeronautics 
Langley Field, Va . , April 30, 1947 
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APPENDIX A 
METHOD OF DESIGNING A Y -STIFFENED PANEL FOR MINThruM vlEIGHT 
The following procedure) which is similar to that given in 
reference 2 for Z-stiffened panels, permits the selection of the 
minimum-weight Y-stiffened panel for given values of the design 
conditions Pi' LIve, and tS' In this procedure , the conditions 
Pi) LIre, and t s are first combin.ed to determine the values of the 
Pi' Pi 
parameters -- and -. Next, from figures 18 or 20 the value 
LIve ts 
of ~/ts is found for "Thich the minimum4veight design ,dll be 
achieved. Then a study is made of ~ll the curves of the design chart 
P. 
for that ratio of twIts at the given value of ' ___ 1_. From this 
LlfC 
study, a plot is made of the variation of the stress at failure with 
. stiffener spacing for panels having all the proportions covered by 
the chart. Because the chart gives Of in terms of relative 
proportions (dimension r atios ) , the absolute size is established 
for each set of panel proportions by computing the sheet thickness 
req,uired. to make the desien load Pi divided by the area Ai eq,ual 
to the failing stress erf . The variation of these sheet thiclalesses, 
Pi 
calculated as is then plotted against stiffener spacing. This 
.,- A. 
af '~'-t.· · 
second plot mat'~ ~ ~ '.J:.~ establis 1D1ent of stiffener spacings associated 
with t he d.esign V "l.J..U3 of the sheet thickness for each of the panel 
proportions possible. Reference to ·the first plot permits the 
determination of the s tresses corresponding to these proportions and 
the selection of r,he proportions (usually by interpolation) which 
give the highes t 6 ':""0 8 S (minimum vle i ght) at the given sheet thickness. 
As an e:x3m:pJ.e of this proc;:edure ) the values and q,uanti ties ·for 
the 24s-T design shown in figure 23 for Pi = 5·0 kips per inch, 
L = 20 inches, c = 1 , and ts =,0.102 inch are given in table 14 
and are employed in the 




and - . 
ts 
l 
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{2} 'From figures 18 or 20 (in the example, fig. 18 for 24-S-T is 
used) determine the value or values of twits which should be 
i;:esti ~ate~.to f i nd the minimUm-weiBh(t ~esign a~ the ' v~ues OfV 
--. and t~ determined in step (1) ' in the example, t == 0.40 . 
LI Vc s s · 
{3) From tho curves for the particular value of twits 
determined i n step (2) (in the exampl.e , fig . 7L pick off for 
e ach value of bl{l\r and bs/ts t..lJ.e value of (j f corresponding to 
Pi ( ) the va lue of Given by s tep l. 
LIVe 
(4) Pick from tables 9 to 13 (in the example, tabl e 9) the 
values of Ai/ts corresponding to the r atios used in step (3). 
(5) COlrput e tho sheet thickness that ivo'J.ld be required to make 
the design load Pi divided by the area Ai equal to ilie failing 
Pi stress of in each case, thus ts == ~. 





f or each 
value of bw/\i 
Pi for vThich --
- A· ~2 
and mark the value s of af at the va lue of bs /ts 
equals the a.esign value of ts (in the example, 
ts 
0 . 102 in .). The plots of t his step f or the example ~~der consideration 
are given as the tvo lower plots in figure 23 . For ease in 
interpolating to find the value of bw/~ for the design, a curve 
i s also conveniently established by 
plotting the con 'ecutive values of 
a t the values of 0s/ts 
by.rI~'l (18: 21, 2h, and so forth) 
Pi 
for which ~ Ai- equals the design value of 
(1 " - . Its 
t s (the upper plot in fig. 23 )· 
(7) After step (6 ) has been completed for all tho values of 
bw/\J' draw curves of s tress a."1d of bw/tw against os/ts through 
the points determined in s tep (5) (heavy c~~es in fig . 23). 
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(.8) Each of the curves drawn in step (7) r epresents a series of 
designs, all of w'hich have the !equired value of ts (in the 
example, 0 .102 in.) . The maximum point on the curve of af against 
bs/ts indicates the design for minimum weight. Note this maximum 
value of, Of' 'the value of bslts at 'Vrhich it is reached, and 'the 
corresponding value of bw/tv which can be picked from the curve 
of bw/+1N against bs/ts ' 
(9) Check computations by p:i.ckj,ng from tables 9 to 13 the 
value of . Ai/ts correspondinn t o the ratios selected for minimum 
weight in Gte:p (8)" If computations and plots are correct, 
(10 ) Com:puto the following p8...'1el dimensions from the proportions 
determined by this design procedure with the aid of t able s 9 to 13: 
(11) Com:pute the diameter and pitch of rivets from the proportions 
lis~d in tables 9 to 13] as 
:p 
P = -t tgS 
- --- ---- ~--"-'---' 
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(12) Find cr by interpolation between the short horizontal 
cr 
lines i n figures 7 to ·16. 
Pi Pj 
If the values of --- and computed in s tep (1) are .such 
L/VC ts 
that the point on figure 18 or 20 corresponding t o tllese values is 
near a borm.dary behleen hm values of ~.rlt8' it is advisable to 
follmv the design procedtrr6 of steps (1) to (12) for both values 
of \/ts ' 
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APPENDIX 13 
DESIGN C1IfIRT FOR rnTERMINING TEE STRUCTURAL EFFICIENCY 
Ii' a chart is to be dra1.m vrhich ,·Till provide a direct measure 
of the structural efficiency of a vTing~ compress ion panel, that chart 
must contain in its parameters all · tbe design conditions which apply 
.. . Pi to the panel. In references 1 and 2 the parameter __ ., ~.,hich 
Live 
contains the design condltions of compressive load 8110.. effective 
length of panel, was used for charts that measure directly the 
structural efficiency when those are the design conditions . 
The trend towb.rd higher speed8 and thinner wings a.'1d the 
accompanying reCluirement of high tors tonal stiffness, however, tends 
to estabHsh a minimum acceptable sheet thickness for the panel. It 
therefore appears clestrable to include the sheet thickness ts within 
the parameters used for preparing charts indicative of the stl~ctural 
efflciency of panels . 
A suitable parameter incorporating the sheet thickness appears 
to be Pi/ts ' This parameter, which repre8ents the load divided by 
the area of sheet alone, denotes the upper limit of stress that can 
be carried by a panel for a given sheet thickness because any 
sti feners added to the sheet must increase the panel area and reduce 
the stress belo"T that determi.ned f;.S P i / ts' This upper limit is 
shovm in figures 18 to 20 as the de.shed line. Besides indicating 
the upper limit of stress, this line also repr esents the stress that 
would be ca~ied by a panel having a value of tw = 0 (pure shell 
ts 
con truction) , but only if such a panel could actually carry the 
indicated stress ,·ri thout failiIlg. 
As the value of twIts for the :panel is increased from zero, the 
stress carried will decrease from that equal to the value of pi/ts' 
The actual ma@litv~e of the highest stress that can be achieved for 
each value of twits given by the design charts can be determined 
p. P. 
by assuming values of _.2-.. and. -=E- and by exami ning all the 
L/VC· S 
l 
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i ndividual C~TVes of the design charts 
minimum""1veight -design procedure at the 
P. Pi A. 
in a ~~er similar to the 
assumed values of twits, 
19 
_l __ , and ts . (Values of a f+~·' 
L/'/"c· YQ 
Pi 
vThich are equal to t' instead of 
S 
Pi 




procedure. See appendix A. Also designs are made f or a series 
of values of Pi/ts, corres ponding to a series of design values 
of t s' f rom ea ch plot of step (6).) 
The foregoing procedure 1-laS used t o establish the curves given 
in figures 18 to 20, 1-Th i ch j,ncUcate the st-resses attainable by 
minimum-v18ight des igns as pi/ts i s v::tried for chosen vaIlles of 
Pi 
The s t:ress for any point on one of these curves is therefore 
Live 
a d i r e ct meas ure of the s tructural efficiency of the best des ign 
t hat caIl. be made to meet the CSiven design condition s Pi' LI{c, 
and tS. 
Because the design charts are drawn for definite values of 
tv-r/ts' t he curves of figures 18 to 20 contain cusps which cor r espond 
t o the intersection of the curves result ing from the use of' the 
design charts for con secutive values of twits. Light lines have 
been drawn in f i gures 18 to 20 connecting these cus ps , thus dividing 
the figures into regj.ons in which the indicated values of tvl/ts 
produce the minimum-vleight design s . As previously noted, the region 
for \1 = 0 is the das hed line , for which Of = .Pi. 
~ ~ 
For given values of Pi' Live , and t s , the va lue of twits 
that wi l l pr oduce the lightest veight Y-stiffened or Z-stiffened panel 
lTlf:.y be deta:r:n:ixlOd dir ectly from figl'res 18 to 20 . Since ve~('y slight 
variatlonG in -af near the cusps of the curves could cause an 
appreG:lFt·ble shift in the location of the cusps i n many cases, the light 
lin'18 sl:')t:l~ d DR cO:'1sidt~red as only bp:::;:-:-oxj.mate Douni:cies . If the 
point r,c:::,.'.'cG:nord·1 11g to a particular desiGD. being conuidered lies near 
a bou:nc1a_~Jbe '~wGen t1-lO values of tvrltg, it miGht be ,·iise to 
investigate b oth values of twits in ~cing that design. 
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T.AIH.E 1 
VAllJES OF THE COMPRESSIVE YIELD STRESS FOR THE MA'1!ERIAlS 
USED FOR CONSTRUCTlNG 'mE Z-STIFFENED PANELS 
AND THE Y -6Tll:FENED PANELS 
24s-T 
Z-stlffened panels 





acy Sheet St1ffeners (bare sheet (kst) (bare) before forming) 
Ma.ximum 46·5 46·5 
Avere.ge 44.0 44.0 
Min1mum 41.0 41.0 
aey Sheet stiffeners 
(ks1) (bare) (extrusions) 
Maximum 47·3 48.0 
Average 44.0 42 .3 
Minimum 42.4 38.4 
a Sheet Stiffeners (ks~) (Alclad. (extrusions) 
Maximum 69·7 86·5 
Average 67·3 78.2 
M1n:1Jnum 64·7 67·6 
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tw tw bS 
( In. ) ~ ~ 
(0 .064 {o.40} (25) 
0.064 0'G99 25.0 
.066 • 09 iG· 3 . gg~ ~~?6 2h'~ • j'l7 
. 066 
·a96 ~.9 . o,~ • 16 1.6 
.06 :~{O 24.1 
.06 07 25.1 
.066 .409 2G·0 .066 .407 2 .8 . ~~ ~~g~ Jt.5 .0 .5 
. 06~ .416 ~~:i 
.06 .411 35·0 
.066 :tt~6 ~~:t .066 09 
. 066 .401 ', .9 
.
061 .406 3 .2 
.06 ~03 34.4 
.067 • 10 }i. 0 
.063 .378 34 .1 
.062 
.37fi ~t1 'O~G :n3 3 .7 .06 .6 
.067 .410 4§~~ 
•
061 .409 4~.5 
:gZ6 :~~O ft9· 9 
• 07 .7 
.067 .408 49.2 
•
061 .410 49.2 




'G79 50.5 . 064 • 05 ,0.7 
.065 .1,09 50 .5 
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TABLE 2 

































[Nominal proportions are given in parentheses] 
(a) 24s-T SHEET AND STIFFENERS 
Proportions or te.t spe eimen. 
bA bw tw bW tw bw r d I; .k. t; ~ tL ~ t; 0; C;; r; bw (a) 
(9.~) (0·96) (o.94 ) 1.07) 0.4~) (1.'-!4) (l) {l.54l {4-~ 9.30 0.921 0.4 ~ 12·5 ~.05 .988 .48 ]:~ '1:~G .946 :~M .q~l 4 .8 
8.96 
.9,6 .488 12.~ 8.79 .9 7 ·497 25. 8.79 :~(O :t61 ~t~ 9.11 · 06 • 86 
9.01 . 95~ .471 13.2 
9.00 .971 .472 26.3 9. 0, :§ll :t69 46.1 'i.iO • lis • liS7 79.1 
8.85 . 9~6 
'ZOl 11.7 8.96 . 994 • 91 2,.5 8:§~ :~~~ :~?6 ~&:~ 8. • 01 
8.~9 .923 .490 12.3 8 . 9 .94G .4~ 24.6 ~.05 ·90 .4 42.9 .9~ .939 :490 73.6 
9·49 .9G3 . 4~ 12.6 9·57 .9 7 .4 ~.2 t~~ J~~ : t~O 75:i · 68 
8.87 . 932 .497 10.8 
8.91 1.010 .493 21.8 
8 .~? :§t6 ±~6 gt~ '1.0 · 0 
8'Sl .9~~ .491 11.4 8. 7 . 93 . 4~0 2,.0 tg~ · 925 :t 7 4°:i 
. '170 .<96 68. 
9·52 .934 .4G7 ll'A 9·79 .905 .4 0 23 . 
9 .25 .9~6 .469 41.6 
9·11 .9 5 .475 71.3 
ocr 





3G·3 , .0 
'~.4 
32 .~ 
". 32 ·9 
30 ·t 34. 
33.9 
19.1 
19·9 20 .1 
21.2 




20 .§ 19. 
Test data 




~~ x 10-5 42.7 1.222 41.3 ·592 35.0 .292 ~ft 20.8 .101 
43.0 1.028 584-41.9 .496 57~ j.9 .239 32 
.3 .095 232 
4,.3 .855 541 
41.1 .407 507 
~4.~ .19S ~67 23 • .07 225 
36.9 1. 05G 7
27 '~.6 .50 
'41 3 I:~ .~~§ i<i~ 20. .0 
36. 0 .838 552 
~J .410 521 
.2aO ~6i 21:G o 2 
36.2 .696 516 
36.3 .354 3~~ 54.5 .19fi 32 21.1 .06 20 
32.0 :~~, 1148 29·2 591 
29·0 .21;2 22.6 .109 211 
31.4 .726 113 31.5 .359 27 
29 :~ .~~~ 32 5 20 . .0 192 
30.6 .567 ~~ 30.4 .28~ 29 · , .15 }20 
22.5 .070 2J.4 
a 
Lengths are ror the actual test speCimens for which c c 3.75 approxi mately. 
NATIONAL ADVISORY 
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
~----------------------
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TABLE 2. - Concluded 
TEST DATA AND PROPORTIONS OF SPEGI~ffiNS HAVING ~ ~ 0.40 - Concluded 
ts 
23 
(b) ALCLAD 75S-T SHEET AND 75S-T STIFFENERS 
Proportions or test specimens Test da.ta 
tw b s b w I b A b w tw bw tw by; L ocr 
Pi 
-
tw ~ d rt; lIw or L~"i,~ £r ts ts rw ry oy tL or: IF ~ t-s (kst) (kst) ~:P8 in V IA) 
0.064) (O;~~ ) (25) (20) 9. 3) (0. 96) (0 .94 ) (1.C77) (0.47) (~) (1/ 1.5l1l 4-6 ) 640 x 10Jj 0.060 o'E 0 25.6 21.4 ~ . 96 0.884 0.442 12.4 49 .8 5~.6 1.630 
.06'4 • 22 25.~ 19.2 . 92 . 967 .4~3 24. 9 51. 5 5 .1 .8,4 602 ~g~o .411 ~ . 20.0 9. 27 : &~~ .4 1 ~~:6 ---- 55·0 ·4 '3 526 .370 4.7 21.~ 9.90 .431 ---- 25.9 .125 261 
.01';4 0·402 25 ·2 I~~~ 1 9 .~1 ·988 .464 12.8 51.9 5~.9 1.351 §~ 
.063 :~i6 25·2 25 ·3 §. 0 .986 .4~0 25.6 55.0 5 .2 .675 .066 25·4 24 .1 .96 . 938 .4 6 45.0 ---- 52.9 · 352 535 
0.404 
(35) (20 ) 
.440 1.468 g35 . 062 37.1 20.6 9.58 .887 11.7 30.7 52 ·3 
.062 .389 35·5 20·7 9.63 .870 .4 3~ 23.5 30.5 4C:~ ·720 59J .064 .402 35.3 20.0 9·30 ·955 .47 41.2 33·9 ~.7 .369 . 064 .402 35.4 20 .1 9·34 ·951 .479 70.8 ---- .115 243 
'R98 
25) 
28 ' G 48.4 615 .064 35·2 25·1 9·31 . 957 .461 12. 2 1.102 .066 
· 11 35·2 24·3 9.03 . 929 . 488 24.§ 33· 47.7 .543 640 .o~ .404 ~~J 25. 0 9 '~e . ~~* .4~ 42. 35·7 49·1 ·319 ~~? .06 .416 24 .4 .04 . 9 .46 73.6 ---- 27.1 .102 25_ 
.066 .422 35·9 l~g:9 8'45 ·921 .477 12.6 30.8 47 .~ '4{;6 567 
.063 · 394 32·4 30 . ~ ~ . 6 ·937 .453 20,.2 33·0 47.1 .' 9 520 
. 067 :t29 36 .0 28. ·91 · 929 :tn 44.2 34.5 .066 · 22 35.7 2B.9 B.96 .931 75.B 
.06~ .418 (§~:2 li~!7 9·17 . 940 .489 10.1 17.~ 43.9 1.320 6r .06 ·410 51.6 19 '4 9:~e .925 ·485 21. 8 16. 42.3 .594 7 0.06 .421 51. 6 19· 9.0 .~39 :tG1 38.1 17·1 40.2 .324 ~5~ .061 • 392 51.9 21. 0 9 . • 60 . 41 65 .1+ 17.5 23.8 .111 
. 06 5 .411 51.1 1(~:7 9·17 . 967 .481 11.~ 15..8 42 .0 
'444 539 . 066 .417 51.4 24·4 9 . 0~ ·919 ·482 22 . 11>.6 43.6 . 91 5~0 
.065 . 1+ 16 51.3 24.5 9.0 .949 .469 40.0 17.2 41.6 . 266 
.065 .415 51. 3 24 .5 9·oB · 941 .485 6B .7 1·7·9. 22·9 . 0t>5 ~~ 
~engths are for the actual test specimen s for which c ~ 3 . 75 approximatel~ . 
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TABLE 3 
t-w TEST DATA AND PROPORTIONS OF SPECIMENS HAVING 13 - 0.63 
~ominal proportions are given in parenthese~ 
(a) 24s-T SHEET AND STIFFENERS 
Proportiona of teat specimen. Teat data 
tw t. ~ b. bA bl' t. b.,. t. bl'l r ~ l; ...L... ocr /if 1'1 tr (in. ) t; t. r;; 0- r 0- r ~ t; hv (k.i) (ksi) L/{C s y L L P (a) I (k1pei1n~ in. 
(0.064) (0.6.5 ) (25) (20) (9.~) (0·96 0·94) (1.O7? (0.4~) ( 1.14) (1 ) (1 .84 (6.1) 
115 x 165 0.067 0;6S? ~.2 19·0 8.~ .948 .49 1~.0 42.6 45.1 l'0§G 
.067 • 662 .5 19.1 8 • ·946 :t~i 2 .0 41., 42.6 ·4 10 .06l ·t~ 25·6 it~ 8:g~ .949 .49 ~8.8 33.8 .216 ~~ • 06 .6 26.0 8 • .9~i M 21.2 .079 
.06l .661 24·7 g?~ 8.83 ·927 '(.00 ~.2 )9·2 41. t .788 540 .06 .625 &.1 24.3 ~.01 .950 d69 kJ 40. .3~8 513 .g~~ ·m .6 ~.2 8:~~ ·961 :t87 ~t~ .1 7 ~~ .6 2~.~ 2 .1 .91') • 82 .07" 
.066 .665 25·4 ~§~i 9.0~ ·972 :tH ~.3 41.0 .66, 4~2 .065 .661 25.1 29.3 9.0 .978 2 .7 40.0 40.7 .3,1 41 .~~~ .6~i 25.4 29·6 ~.18 ·931 :tii AO'~ ~5·'S .16~ ~~g .0 .66 25.2 29.0 .97 .959 6.1 22.3 .062 
.067 
•
68a ~r~ i~~6 8.84 ·952 ·501 11.1 35·6 40.6 1.018 652 
.067 .65 3 .5 19·1 B . B~ ·9.57 
·a01 27·1 35.9 38.4 ·406 571 .065 .664 - 2 i§·6 ~ . O :§~i :4~ ~I:~ ~tc :6f~ ~6 .067 .681 ~5:9 1 .1 89 
.06l .63~ 5e'0 ~:b 8.83 .944 .4~4 13·9 33·3 37.4 .670 a18 .06 .6.5 .1 .2. 8. 97 ·9 .4 7 it~ ~6.0 ~7·7 • ~}2 83 .O~Z :2G¥ 15~:~ 24.0 I~:~~ :fi~i :tt~; ~~.7 .173 ~kf .06 25.1 2. .1 .072 
.064 0.627 34.3 g~4 9.20 .~B2 .471 ~:; 33 .7 36.8 .5M a30 .06l .607 3~.1 29.5 fi·14 . g' .4~3 35.4 '7.0 .2 rl~ .~t; :~~ 1 ~,':6 29·0 19:~l .9 1 :~, 0 :~ "·9 .14 .0 • i9 29.8 .936 • 61 22.6 .056 
.061 .531 ~~~~ ~~~4 ~ .69 .896 .q65 12.8 21.5 34.6 .688 ~~~ .06~ .6.51 47.7 i~.1 :~ 1.010 ·496 26.3 22.2 32·5 .319 .06 .632 It~:g 1 .9 B. 9 :ne :~g~ I~~:~ 26.0 30.2 :&~G 329 .067 637 19.1 8. 22.5 216 
.068 .~7 49 .3 ~r4 8.eo ·9~0 .498 13·5 20.3 34.8 ·563 t~ .066 :~ 49.4 2 .1 8.93 .9~ .4~0 27.0 23.1 34.1 ·270 .066 It~:2 ~.2 8.97 ·9 :ti 6 ~7.~ 23.1 30.8 :M~ 323 .066 .650 .6 .2 8.97 .912 
· 87 1.0 22.0 211. 
.061 .;~4 47., H~~ 9.67 .91G .449 1~.8 20.2 33.6 .466 505 .062 ·5 3 47.6 30.~ 9.57 .94 .453 2~.5 23.4 32·9 .2.50 517 
.064 
.64fi 51.1 29:~ 9:~ :lli ' ~ll ~ .1 2°:E 31.1 :6G§ ~6g .06i .6i ISl.8 ;1. 19. .Iu; 2.7 1. 22.0 
.062 .624 iEt ~~~~ 9·57 .899 .471 11.9 10.0 }O.O ·559 762 .066 :~H 19.4 '1.00 1.010 :a~f [~.6 9·5 28.7 .256 449 .066 76;4 itt .92 :~~~ • 02 4 .1 10.9 26·5 ·~U h~ .066 .66 176." , .01 • 8 ' .0 10.1 20.2 
. 068 . 666 7[1·9 ~~:i 8.~5 .93} .497 12.8 ~.2 }0.1 .452 64 6 
.067 .662 7'1·0 2,.8 8. 5 J~! .q 95 ~.6 10:~ ,0.6 .229 446 .067 .668 75·5 ~.9 8.87 .9 7 :~~~ :~ 27 .2 '3Gr ~i~ .067 .667 76.0 • 0 8.91 • 41 10 • 19.2 .0 0 
. 067 .6<;4 74.u ~5~t 8.8~ .956 ·480 13.1 9·5 30.6 .393 514 
.065 .64~ 75.4 29·6 9·1 .967 .47~ 26.3 9·9 30.3 .190 500 
.066 .66 77 . I~ 29.2 9·05 .979 ·47 46.0 9·a 27-~ .100 370 
.063 .643 77·7 }0.4 9.43 • 950 .461 79.1 10. 19 • .041 20B 
aLengths are for the actual test specimen~ for which c = 3.75 approximately. 
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tw ~ t 
s 
(0.06t) (0.6,) 0.06 0.64, .06l .6 3 




.062 .~96 .O~ • 16 oO~L: ·~it 




. 06g .662 
.06 .654 
.064 .632 
. 065 . 616 
. 063 .593 
. 063 :~~~ . 061 
.065 .623 
.06l .632 'O~L: .628 
.06 . 610 
. 066 .6t8 
. 06I .6 6 .O~~ .~~ 06 .6 
.061 :g~~ . 066 
. O~~ .619 06 .602 
. 066 .635 
.065 .6~ 










TABLE , .- Concluded 
tV'{ TEST DATA AND PROPORTIONS OF SPECIMENS HAVING -- = 0.6, - Concluded 
t 
S 
(b) ALCLAD 75S-T SHEET AND 75S-T STIFFENERS 
Proportion. of test specimens Test data 
b S bW ~ b W ~V bW tw ~ J!:... d ~ L a a ~ by; cr f If ci;(w'IC \ ts tw tw ~ tL b L ~ tw "f5 (ksi) (ksi P S ) kin. (a) n. 
(25) (20) ~9.)) (0.96) (0.9t~ 1~ ~c¥m 1.1ili (1 (1.el!) 1(6.1) 
23 •S 19.2 ·s' O :U~ 0 .~·94 14.0 g8.2 6,.3 1.458 ~. 19.1 8. 5 'G12 ~:§ 0.5 63.2 .726 IZli·4 19 :~ I~ :~~ :~l~ ---- n:f :&!~ 1.'" 20 .0 ---- 2 . ' 
24.5 ~:~} §.32 .981 .475 ~.2 ---- 5~.9 1.104 ~.2 .1 .96 .93~ :t~i 2 .~ 56.3 ~4:~ .S5~ 
.3 25.2 9.35 ·971 49. ---- .29 
<3~) (20) 
.866 . 4~6 13.6 54.7 ". 20.5 9.5g ~5.9 1.197 3~o9 20.0 fi·2 . 917 .4 1 27·3 3.7 57.5 . 6~I Ih:~ 18.9 .79 .96Q .486 i7.6 37.5 52.2 31 19.9 19.22 .928 .488 1.8 ---- 23.6 .08 
,4.6 z4~~} 9.21 . 9\~ .479 13 .~ 38.1 55.1 :4g~ 3~.0 2lj..7 9·15 . 9§t .4~ 2~ • 36 .3 43•5 3 .9 24.5 9.],0 .93 .4 4 . 8 38.9 9.3 .244 
(30) 
fi·08 . 9~t .472 48.6 .736 5t~ 29 .3 ~.1 32.3 29 .0 
'll .90 .4p 2 .2 35 .1 49.9 .378 34.6 29.8 9· .903 . 4 5 49 .3 35 . 2 47 • .1. .204 
(50) (20) .~.~ 20.4 48.0 19·7 9.14 .~38 13.0 51.0 1.019 4~.5 20.3 9.43 • 6~ :~ 26.2 20.9 aO•9 . 509 Itt . 8 20 . 5 1 § :~4 . 86 :437 4~ .9 21.9 6.3 . 260 8.2 21 . 0 . 836 7 .7 22.7 23.7 . 078 
48.8 d.:r fi ·18 . 939 .481 13.5 19 .~ 50.0 . 802 4~.7 2lj..0 .91 ·933 .478 27.0 20. a1•2 .423 
Ifri .3 24.2 8.98 :~~g :t~t ~7.3 21.6 6. 6 . 219 8.1 25.0 [9.28 1.0 21.9 23 .7 .065 
48.6 2rg} 8.99 .938 .476 13.8 19· 5 4g.b . 641 40•4 2 .8 8.91 .9~~ .490 2~.5 19·5 4 .6 .32t 14t~ I ~~:~ 8:tf :~~~ .4l9 i . 2 19·7 44.3 .17 19 .40 .4 3 2.6 21.9 23 .b . 055 <7,} 2i~gl 9.77 .9~ :tt~r 12.2 10.0 tt5:g .824 72• 72.9 19.4 9. 01 ·95 
.4fi3 
24.6 8.7 .413 
1~·7 19 :~ I ttl ' fi3 8 4R· 1 9·9 40.2 .217 • 0 20 • • 68 .450 7 . 0 9·9 22.2 . 070 
7t·0 d:f 9. 04 ~I~ .4IT 12.8 7.7 43.8 .665 7 .2 ~:8 9.12 . 90 .47 ~.6 7. '7 42.2 .31~ I ~~:~ ~ .20 .94 :fr~, . 8 ~:a 40' g . 17 21 .1 ~9 5 7 .8 22. .058 
75o~ 2~~~ 1 8. 8<) .929 .4~~ 13.2 ~.4 39'1 . 509 75. 30 .0 9. 30 .921 .4~l 26 .4 • 9 39 • . 2~ 75.6 29.1 fi · Ol .906 .41i 46.0 B'l 39 .5 .1 75.7 29.0 .97 .927 .47 79 .0 10. 22 .1 . 047 
aLengths are for the actual test specimens for which c = 3.75 approximately. 
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TABLE 4 
tw TEST DATA AKD PROPORTIONS OF SPECIMENS HAVING ts ~ 1.00 
[NOminal proportions are given in parenthe8e~ 
(al 24s-T SHEET AND STIFFENERS 
froportions or test sp~c1mens Test data 
tw t ... b S b",· bA b\{ tIl ~ tw b ... r d L L ocr or Pi if 
ts ts tIl l";;j Oy ~ IDL ~ OF It \{ tS ts 1; (kl1 ) (k81) L/rc (In . ) ~ps/1.n~ (al :--rn.-1 
(0 . 064) (1.1)0) (25) (20) (9.3) 0.96 (0.94 (1. 0 1c.47l 11.144) II) (2M) (7.~ ~67><lci5 0.067 1. 035 23 . 4 19.0 5.53 0 .939 . 500 13.9 42." .966 
.06~ .9a1 23 . 4 20 . 2 9.37 .916 ."52 29.5 41.2 . 433 ~M .06 i·g~g 24 . 5 IlL 9 9.49 . 9'+4 · 504 I g~ :g ~:~ . 206 .069 2<; 1 la 6 5 6 1 006 . SO! --Oil 
.068 1.045 22 . 9 
\25~ 
5.79 . 942 .U96 11l.7 35.6 39 .1 .713 Z?O 23.7 
.067 1-1. 025 23 . 0 2~.9 B.137 .9313 .U91l 29.3 3a . 13 .352 90 .O~~ l~ : g~~ 22.9 2 .1 11 .95 ~n~ . "90 ~:§ 35." .la3 336 .06 23 4 24 0 g,in ~ ~4 QLO 22--'L 
.06J ~~:~ \20! 5.59 .949 .1l99 13. 5 35.5 In .l . 134~ ,05 1. 0 39 19.1 
.06 1.027 32.3 113.9 5.77 .942 .~06 2!!.9 39 .9 .313 li5 .063 . 946 34 . 9 20.2 9.37 . 903 . '(Il 50 .7 35 .1 .1139 3J . 067 1 . 075 -2 . 9 19 . 0 11.114 1.006 .m n.l 21. 4 . O~ 
. 067 1.0213 33 .1 ~ff:b fL139 .941 . 492 14 . 6 37.9 39.1 .639 612 
.067 1.047 32 .6 24.9 5 . !!!I .9~3 .494 29 .2 313.5 . 312 447 
.06I 1.05~ ~U 2 .0 13.139 .9 0 .4!1!\ 51.1 34.7 . 1513 ~~§ .06 1 01, 24.1 13 .95 . 925 . 496 S7 . <; 21l . 3 . 064 
.O~ 0·971 35.2 ~§~~ 9.25 .9513 . 467 14 . 7 33.3 37.6 .536 ~~ .06 1.003 35 .1 29.2 9.05 • 9 !!!I .477 29 . 3 32.5 36 . 1 .257 . O~G .972 5~·6 ~~ . 3 9.37 :§5( . ~~~ 51 . 3 33 . 2 33 . 9 .13S ~i~ . 064 1 . 021 .6 0.0 9.213 . 0 . Il !!!I.O 22.7 05 ' 
.067 1.052 ~~~~ i9~i 5.55 .940 
'aOl 14.1l 25 . 7 311 ·7 . 61l6 613 .063 . 960 49 . 5 20 . 3 9. 44 . 't>97 . 73 213.6 25 .1 37.1 . 3011 521 . g~~ 1.030 "13 . 7 19.13 9.113 .934 ... 130 50. 1 27.6 32.2 .151 ~i~ 1 012 .. 7 0 19 1 13.57 . 9i5 'm 136.0 21. , . 059 
. 067 47.0 
\25~ 
!I .59 .933 . 4137 14.5 25 .5 3~.0 . 532 640 1.032 24 . 0 . 063 1 . 023 46 . 7 23.7 't>.79 . 931 .1l911 213 . 9 27 .11 3 .3 .261 6 9 
.06t 1.020 43.6 2" . 3 9 .01 :§~~ . 453 50 .7 27.2 32 . .5 . 130 312 . 06 1 . 025 "7.9 2" . " 9.05 . 4136 56.9 22.3 052 .227. 
. 068 LObI u6 . 3 ~~~~ 13.71+ .952 ."135 14.5 23.2 35.3 .448 463 .067 1. 039 "6. 6 2/1 . 6 ~ .135 . 974 . 4au 29.2 24 . 4 >4 . 7 .221 50 
.06, I.(\O'S U~.2 29'4 §:~~ : §~O . 475 50.7 27.S 31. 9 .~ 325 .063 1. o0:? 50 . 0 ' 0 . • '>7 .%.1 lIT. 6 21..2. .0 2eli 
.068 1.023 ~~?l 1~~~ S.77 .9~!! . '505 13.a 10 . 0 3~ . 2 . 513 625 
.067 1. 026 71.1 19 .1 g .S5 . 9 1 . ~03 26 . 5 12.9 34 . 5 . 2611 505 .O~ 1.002 73.9 20 . 0 9 .21! .914 • 78 4a.9 12.5 29.2 .121 ~~ . 06 1.023 72 . 0 19.2 11 . 93 .927 . 503 114.0 13 . 5 19.<; .04~ 
-
. 068 l.OlO 70.5 ~3:7 a.lSo .932 . 494 14'4 11.5 3" . 2 .u30 ~20 
.067 1 . 020 70 . 7 23.9 !I.M . 9114 .492 25. 11.9 33. 0 . 206 90 . ot~ LOUD 72 . 0 23 . 9 g.~~ :m .490 49.g 12.2 29.6 .104 337 .06 1.042 71.6 2U . 0 5 .15 . 4M ~ 12.a 20.0 . 041 210 
. 06~ . 912 7u .g ~g~~ 9 .1\0 .921 . 462 1~.4 10., 31. 7 .3uO 4~6 
. 06 .9ao 73 . 11 29 .7 9 . 21 
.9l9 .u70 2a . 6 13 . 1 32.S .175 3 1 
.06 1.002 72.1 29 . 2 9 .04 .9 3 . 477 50 . 5 12.6 29.5 . 092 323 
. 062 .956 76 . 6 ,jo . a 9 . 53 . 947 . 454 ~6 .5 11.a 20.5 .O,j6 209 
a LengthB are f or t he actual test specimen. for which c = 3.75 approximately. 
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\v tv, ts 
(0.064) (l.00) 
0.064 1.003 
.OU 1. 002 
.0 1.~g 
.06<\ 1.0 
. 06a .949 
.06 ·97} 
. 065 .991 
. 062 
·955 
.064 . 99~ 
. ~~ 1:~~8 
.0 4 
. 064 1.013 
. 06~ .989 
. 06 1.027 
1.008 . 065 
. 065 1.011 
. 065 1. 019 
. 061 .9~ 
.062 
·9 7 
.062 : §t~ .062 • 6 
.065 .9~1 
.065 :~a! . 06? .9 2 . 0l)!I 




.061 . 953 ' 0~1 l:g&? 
.06 
. 064 .933 
.064 1.002 
.064 :&n .064 
. 067 1.026 
.06t 1.005 
. 06 1.022 
• 060 
. 926 
TABLE 4.- Concluded 
TEST DATA AND PROPORTIONS OF SPEC IMENS HAVING 1. = 1 .00 - Concluded 
ts 
(b) ALCLAD 75S- T SHEET AND 75S-T STIFFENERS 
ProportIon. of test specimen. Test data 
bS bw b A bw tw bw tw bw L 
Pi 
r d ocr Of L/vc ts tw ew oy ~ or: r; 0; tw ~ fs ~, (k"l) (ks1 ) kiP~/1n. 
(25) (20) (9·3 ) (0.96 (0·941 11m 0.471 loU. (1) (2.L14 ~.8 
24.~ 20.0 9.g1 10·876 0.452 14.6 60.8 64.0 
1.IU 24· 
20 .3 9 . ~ :i~ .414 29.2 61.1 61.b .b 8 24 ·9 19·9 9' 1I · 9 :t9 ~~J 56.2 ~~:~ .3 5211.2 19.7 19 .1 .4 1 -- -- .0 
24.0 M:?b 9.14 ·902 .479 14'4 48'4 5~.4 1.048 ~.6 24·9 9 . 2~ ·921 • 471 29. 42 • 5 .7 .533 
.2 21.1.7 9.1 .907 .477 51.3 ---- 52·9 .269 
(35 ) (20) 
34·3 20. 8 9.66 .833 .467 14.5 4~.7 58.3 1.09~ 34.5 20.0 9.30 .846 .4~5 i~'O 4 'Z 56.6 .53 ~t·2 19.8 It~~ :~45 :t 1 0·7 45 . ~tg .27 .1 20.1 • 6 • 61 .1 ---- .Otll 
34.8 ~F6 9. 27 .912 .478 14.6 42.4 54.8 .877 ~3.7 2 .8 9.21 .9~~ .417 29.2 44.7 a§:~ .429 35·1 24.4 9.07 · 92 .4 3 51.1 47.4 .223 
3~.6 
(30) 
29 . ~ 9.08 ·901 .471 14.7 33 · 3 48.3 . ~o 3 .4 29 · 9.10 .~03 .468 29·3 2I·5 48.3 • 3 34.5 29· 9.15 · 96 .468 51.3 2 .2 44.7 .179 
(§O) (20) 4 .8 21.0 9 .7~ . 852 .429 1~'; 23.3 55.6 
'425 4~ .1 20.6 9·5 . 858 :t~~ 2 .6 25.3 57.0 • 75 t ·9 20.5 9·52 J~~ §0 .2 23'I ~.1 .2~~ 8.S 20.'1 9. 61 :452 6.0 21. .8 .06 
4§ . 9 ~4?~ 9.08 .910 .483 14.5 ~.7 53 .1 .769 
4 . ~ 24 .7 9·18 ·956 .485 29.2 ·3 a O• 6 ·356 t~:S 25 ·2 I § :~~ · 922 :HO ~~:6 ~.8 zEJ :~§~ 25.2 . 968 .4 1 2 .3 
50.2 g~i 9·21 . 896 .482 14.6 23 . 8 47.1 . 586 
ao. ; 29 . 9 9.25 .908 .462 29.1 21.9 44.9 . 286 i;§: 1 29·7 9·21 . 9~C :fr~G §~ :t 21.9 ~:~ '3~1 .8 30.S 19.16 . 90 8 .4 2~. 3 .0 1 
iZ~4 ~6~i 9.6~ . 848 .437 ~.o 9.2 49'g ·717 74.6 2l. ~ . 82 .8;E .427 2 .0 11.9 49. . . 360 
I ~~ .• 2 19·1 '~e . ~6 :t§* ~.9 i;:G 41> .9 '3§~ . 6 20 . 8 19. 6 • 66 .1 22.9 .0 
70.4 g~{ 9.32 .97~ .471 ~j 11.1 47.7 .5~0 74 · 5 25 . 0 9.28 .91 . 472 10.4 47. 2 '~e ~i : ~ ~~:~ I ~ : ~~ : ~t7 :t6O 11.7 ~~.8 .1 ~~ 
• 6 • 61 .2 12.0 2 .2 . 0 
73·3 ~~~6 8.93 . ~21 .4I9 ~~ : ~ 11.1 43 . 5 .477 7G·9 29.8 9·22 · 87 .4 2 10'1 42 . 6 .232 7 . 3 29 . 2 9.04 : ~n .472 ~0 . 4 11 • 43.4 .1p 73·0 31. tI , .83 .442 6.5 11.6 22 · 9 . 0 1 
~engths are ror the actual test specimens for vhlch c = 3.75 approximately. 
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TABLE 5 - COMPARATIVE DESIOIIS OP 't- AJID a-S!] RIPl!JII!I) PAlIELS - Conoluded 
tv! L = 0 in. L - 0 in 
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TABLE , .- COMPARATIVE DESIGNS OF Y- AND Z-STIFPE~SD PANELS (Pi =- , 0 kJpa/lnch' C ':;: l' lIl1nlmum-welght designa in parentheatu 
L-Oln - n 
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!AlILE 7. - COIIPARATIVl!: Dl'!SIOJlS t:6 :r- .4JID &-3'fiJ'nBD PAIIBLS - Conoludod 
"w 
L - 2u_,n. T -Iii in. 
's 
t •• in . t q , in. 
Panol 0 0 006L. 0 081 02 0 2<; 0 1<;6 a BB 02",," 0. ",,"0 0 0<;1 o ofJ. o OBl 012<\ 0~6 0102 o IBB 02014 2~0 
0.40 Ii 2 ~:T \41 .~ :~~ : Jj ~~ : ~! !~U ~g ~g :t l~~ :~ (~U i~:~ (~~} 1\ ~0 . 2: (~X:§ 20 . 0 
'" 
- ,~~ . ~ ,.:., . ~ .« . 0. \':0 .": ~ \2L.Iil 1\':0., \17 .~J · 51 Y S- T (42 . 4 ~E:5 ~r ·7 ~U ~~ :~ ~~ : g y - .1 1.2 g :~ 24 .1 2'. 20 .8 
Ii - T ~1.~J <0 . 0 ':;' . b ':1 . ~ 20 . 5 ~:? \2'(. ~ -z3~ --zr;y 19 . <1 (~ .6~ ~~T (4~ . 6 '~ :l ~~ : 6 ~ . 7 ~Ul mJ ~~ : Y - T . 2 0 . 2 27 . 2 2~ . ~ 
I" s:i 42 .; I~~·B ~t :1 ~p 30 . 1 27 . 5 23 . <1 ;B . ; -~§ . O [2B .~ 20. 1 22.9 ·7~ y (~ :t ~?2 Y S-T ( . 0 . 1 1.S 29 . ~ o . S 20 . 2 
1.00 :~ ~ '~:T 44 .1 ~~ :~ (~': . bl 31.1 ':9 .~ ':b . b ;0 . 4 q~ :~i 1~~'9 1':9·7 ':7 · 5 25 . b ;;;_m " . 1, " .. U : ~ .n . 
.110 i S- T 27 .0 I!r:~ ~~ :gl (U :~J (~~ : gl l~ : i ' ~6 :~) -itt it~i (iU (i~ :ii ( ~J:t! 5- T 
0 ~:T '~6 ' ~; "'': . OJ \.:u . VJ \,., . ,J 1~2 · 21 117.;: . ''' . ~; ,'~.':J 
. 51 Y 7 ( ;2 . 5 ~.o ~~ :~ tU. ~b~ 14 . 0 iN iN a I, Y l S- T .1 11.0 22 0 
"or . 6; i7 ~;:T (;8.7) ~U 11 . 2 i;i : ~: 
<b . V " .0 >, . ' 9 .1 
:U:A: (~~ : ~: 
.:?!> 124 .5) 15 .1 9 . 5 >; . < 
(bt) Y :;;-T 26 . 0 1 :7 11 I, ll : ~ n.n 
· 79 d ~:T 31.5 ~U ~U 1 ~.3 ':5 .5 21.7 12 . 2 27 .1 (~U) 2~ : ~ (26.2) 19 . 7 15~B S-T 1~ :~ 11.1 17.0 10.0 
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d = Rivet diameter 
p = Rivet pitch 
L = Length of panel 
Figure I. - Symbols for panel dimensions. 
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Figure 3.- Locations from which stress-strain 
specimens were cut from Y-section extrusions. 
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NACA TN No. 1389 Fig. 4 
Figure 4. - Test specimen in testing machine. 
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NACA TN No. 1389 
Figure 5. - Test specimen in testing machine with 
special bearing block to permit gage wires to be 
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NACA TN No . 1389 Fig. 6 
Figure 6.- A 24S-T aluminum-alloy Y-stiffened panel (on the left) 
and its 75S-T counterpart after failure. 
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Figure 7. - Design chart for 245- T Y- panels of the proportions tested. tw I. =0.40. s 
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Figure 8, - Concluded. 
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Figure 10. - Design chart for 24S-T Y- panels of the proportions tested. tw T = 0.79. 
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Fiqure 12.- Design chorl for 75S-T Y-pone/s of the proportions tested, :w =0.40. 
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Figure IT-Comparison of envelope curves for 24S-T 
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Figure 18. - Design chart for the determInation of the overage stress at failure that can be 
carr/ed by mInImum-weight designs of 245-T aluminum-alloy flat 
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Figure 19.- Design chart for the detfJrminafion of tM twfJrage stress af failurfJ that can be 
carrifJd by minimum-weight dfJsigns of 245-T aluminum-alloy flat 
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Figure 22.-Camparative minimum-weight designs af 24S-T and 15S-T Y-sllffened pone/s_ Pi =5.0 kips per inch; c=1 
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Figure 23. - Plot for obtaining design for maxImum 
42 
structural efficiency (minimum weight) . Pi =5.0 kips per 
inch; L=20inches; c=l; 's=OI02inch; :w =040 
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